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CryptoStruct increases its global exchange coverage by adding OKEx 

Hamburg – 8 December 2021 CryptoStruct today announced that is has completed its normalized 
low-latency market data and order entry gateways to OKEx, one of the leading crypto exchanges 
globally. By using the high-performance strategy framework, CryptoStruct’s clients can now easily 
scale their trading activity onto another exchange and thereby benefitting from higher revenue 
potentials.  
 
Thomas Schmeling, Managing Director of CryptoStruct, said: “Adding OKEx to our list of supported 
exchanges allows our clients to further scale their trading activity to one of the leading crypto 
exchanges globally. We highly appreciate the support of OKEx and their offer to treat all clients 
trading via our product as VIP.”  
 
Netero, OKEx Asia CEO, said: “We are extremely proud to integrate and aid Cryptostruct’s clients to 
enhance their daily performance. The advent of newer trading strategies and tools is crucial to 
experimentation. We believe with OKEx being one of the most trusted and highly secure crypto 
exchanges, Cryptostruct is very well-equipped to push the boundaries and create smoother 
experiences in the tradeverse.” 
 
 
About CryptoStruct: 
“CryptoStruct (https://www.cryptostruct.com/) is an independent software vendor that provides 
normalized low-latency market data and access to various crypto exchanges globally. CryptoStruct 
allows its clients to focus on the development of new trading ideas and strategies rather than 
allocating valuable resources for maintenance work. The sophisticated and easy-to-use software 
development kit enables a quick strategy implementation which can be easily backtested within the 
CryptoStruct framework by using historical tick-data for all markets supported. CryptoStruct’s high-
performance processing is key for its scalability, allowing hundreds of millions of messages to be sent 
per day in an unlimited trading universe. As trading strategies are the most valuable ‘secret sauce’ for 
proprietary trading firms, trading servers can run fully detached without access or visibility for 
CryptoStruct.”      
 
About OKEx: 
Founded in 2017, OKEx (https://www.okex.com)  is one of the world’s leading cryptocurrency spot 
and derivatives exchanges. OKEx has innovatively adopted blockchain technology to reshape the 
financial ecosystem and offers some of the most diverse and sophisticated products, solutions and 
trading tools on the market. Trusted by more than 20 million users in over 180 regions across the 
globe, its mission is to empower every individual through the promotion and advancement of 
cryptocurrencies globally.With its extensive range of crypto products and services, its unwavering 
commitment to innovation, and its local operations to serve its users better, OKEx strives to 
eliminate financial barriers and realize a world of financial inclusion for all.  

 


